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ATTACHMENT 2

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION PAGES WITH PEN AND INK CHANGES

LICENSE AMENDMENT APPLICATION 93-07, NLR-N93063
DELETION OF THE FRVS START WITH INOPERABLE LEVEL INSTRUMENTATION

FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NPF-57
HOPE CREEK GENERATING STATION

DOCKET NO. 50-354

The following Technical Specifications have
been revised to reflect the proposed changes:

Technical Specification Pace

Table 3.3.2-1, Action 26 3/4 3-16
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TABLE 3.3.2-1 (Continued),

ISOLATION ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION

ACTION

ACTICN 20
Be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within 12 hours anc in COLD SHUTCS N

-

!within the next 24 hours. *

ACTION 21
Be in at least STARTUP with the associated isolation valves closec

-

within 6 hours or ce in at least HOT SHUTDOWN witnin 12 nours ana '

in COLD SHUTOOWN within the next 24 hours.
ACTICN 22 Be in at least STARTUP within 6 hours.

-

ACTION 23 Close the affected system isolation valves within one hour and
-

deelare the affected system inoperable. ,

ACTION 24 Restore the manual initiation function to OPERABLE status within
,-

48 hours or De in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 nours
and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.

,

ACTION 25 Restore the manual initiation function to OPERABLE status within
-

8 hours or close the affected system isolation valves withir :ne ,

next hour and declare the affected system inoperable.
ACTION 26 Establish SECONDARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY with the Filtrati n ,

-

e

Recirculation and Ventilation System (FRVS) operating within ;
one hour. e ItJ5ERT ;

ACTION 27 Lock the affected system isolation valves closed within one hour-

and declare the affected system inoperable.
ACTION 28 Place the inoperable channel in the tripped condition or close the

,-

affected system isolation valves within one hour and declare the
affected system inoperable.

ACTION 29 Place the inoperable channel in the tripped condition or establish-

SECONDARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY with the Filtration, Recirculation, e

and Ventilation System (FRVS) operating within one hour.. *

NOTES
*

When handling irradiated fuel in the secondary containment and during CORE ;
ALTERATIONS and operations with a potential for draining the reactor vessel. ;

**
When any turbine stop valve is greater than 90% open and/or when the key-
locked bypass switch is in the Norm position.

# Refer to Specification 3.1.5 for applicability. -

## The hydrogen water chemistry (HWC) system shall not be placed in service
until reactor power reaches 20% of RATED THERMAL POWER. After reacning !

20% of RATED THERMAL POWER, and prior to operating the HWC system, the
normal full power background radiation level and associated trip setpoints
may be increased to levels previously measured during full power operation

,with hydrogen injection. Prior to decreasing below 20% of RATED THERMAL '

POWER and after the HWC system has been shutoff, the background level and
associated setpoint shall be returned to the normal full power values.
If a power reduction event occurs so that the reactor power is belcw 20% '

of RATED THERMAL POWER without the required setpoint change, control rod '

motion shall be suspended (except for scram or other emergency actions)
until the necessary setpoint adjustment is made.

(a) A channel may be placed in an inoperable status for up to 2 hours 'or re-
quired surveillance without placing the trip system in the trippeo condition ;
provided at least one other OPERABLE channel in the same trip system is >

monitoring that parameter.
(b) Also trips and isolates the mechanical vacuum pumps.
(c) Also starts the Filtration, Recirculation and Ventilation System (FRVS). !

.
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i
The action of operatiry FRVS is.not requiral when the Reactor Vessel Water {

' Level - Iru 104, level 2 instrumentation is inoperable as larg as the !

!follcwirg carditions are net-
!

a) the reactor water level is maintained at least 22 feet 2 inches over ;

the top of the reactor pressure vessel flange, ;
1
.

! b) the suppression pool level is raintained at greater than or equal to |
'

5 inches irdicated level, j
:
|

c) at least one channel of the swession pool high level alarm is j

operable, ard j
.

i

d) the spent fuel pool gates are removed. ~
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